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	This comparative text provides an understanding of major world criminal justice systems by discussing and comparing the systems of six of the world's countries: England, France, Russia, China, Japan, and a new chapter on South Africa -- each representative of a different type of legal system. An additional chapter on Islamic law uses Saudi Arabia, Iran, and Turkey as main examples. Political, historical, organizational, procedural, and critical issues confronting the justice systems are explained and analyzed. Each chapter contains material on government, police, judiciary, law, corrections, juvenile justice, and other critical issues.

	
		Neat, logical organization enables side-by-side comparisons of the systems of England, France, Japan, Russia, China, and-new to this edition-South Africa, as well as a special chapter covering Islamic law.
	
		Enhanced pedagogy includes key concepts,comparative and organizational charts, maps showing the physical context of countries, and updated data on contemporary critical issues.
	
		Special online resources feature aids for students such as self-assessment questions, case studies, and special projects including a study of an additional country and an exposition on transnational crime.
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IBM Websphere Portal 8: Web Experience Factory and the CloudPackt Publishing, 2012


	When I joined IBM in early 2001, WebSphere Portal was little more than an idea. But

	some believed this was going to be the future of web technology. When WebSphere

	Portal v1 was released later in that same year, spending the time required to cobble

	together the components needed to make it run, was an exercise in patience and...
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Desktop GIS: Mapping the Planet with Open Source ToolsPragmatic Bookshelf, 2008
Desktop GIS explores the world of Open Source GIS software and provides a guide to navigate the many options available. Discover what kind of GIS user you are and lay the foundation to evaluate the options and decide what software is best for you.
  Desktop GIS examines the challenges associated with assembling and using an...
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Exam Ref 70-687: Configuring Windows 8Microsoft Press, 2013

	
		Prepare for Exam 70-687—and help demonstrate your real-world mastery of Windows 8 setup and support. Designed for experienced IT Professionals ready to advance their status—Exam Ref focuses on the critical-thinking and decision-making acumen needed for success at the MCSA level.

	
		Focus on the expertise...
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FileMaker Pro 6 for the Mac Fast & EasyCourse Technology PTR, 2003
FileMaker Pro 6 for the Mac Fast & Easy presents the essential skills that beginning and intermediate users need to know to use the FileMaker Pro 6.0 database application effectively.  It covers basic database skills, such as planning, defining fields, and creating forms and explores new features, such as using a contextual menu to sort data...
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Data Structures and Algorithms in C++, Second EditionCourse Technology PTR, 2000
The study of data structures, a fundamental component of a computer science education, serves as the foundation upon many other computer science fields are built. Some knowledge of data structures is a must for students who wish to do work in design implementation, testing, or maintenace of virtually any software system. The scope and presentation...
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MATLAB Control Systems EngineeringApress, 2014

	MATLAB is a high-level language and environment for numerical computation, visualization, and programming. Using MATLAB, you can analyze data, develop algorithms, and create models and applications. The language, tools, and built-in math functions enable you to explore multiple approaches and reach a solution faster than with spreadsheets or...
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